Apple Picking

Count how many. Write the total. Write the 3 partners.


\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\square & = & \square + \square + \square \\
\text{total} & \text{green apples} & \text{red apple} & \text{yellow apple}
\end{array}
\]


\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\square & = & \square + \square + \square \\
\text{total} & \text{green apples} & \text{yellow apples} & \text{red apples}
\end{array}
\]


\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\square & = & \square + \square + \square \\
\text{total} & \text{green apples} & \text{red apples} & \text{yellow apple}
\end{array}
\]
Apple Picking

Count how many. Write the total. Write the 3 partners. **Check children’s coloring.**


```
G G G R Y

5 = 3 + 1 + 1

total green apples red apple yellow apple
```


```
G G Y Y Y R R

7 = 2 + 3 + 2

total green apples yellow apples red apples
```


```
G G G G R R R Y

8 = 4 + 3 + 1

total green apples red apples yellow apple
```